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“WE ARE WORKING TO
BRING HUMANITY AND
SIMPLICITY BACK TO
BANKING”
- CAPITAL ONE
4

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY //
Capital One Financial Corporation is a full-service financial institution which offers banking services, credit cards, mortgages and investment services.
Under Capital One Financial, Capital One acquired ING Direct and subsequently rebranded their acquisition to Capital One 360. Operating as the
largest online bank, Capital One 360 offers checking and savings accounts and intends to introduce and implement nationwide hybrid bank cafes
called Cafe 360. Capital One 360’s services provide a simple banking experience with no hidden fees and costs, as well as an unique banking cafe
experience that serves to bridge the gap between online banking and physical Capital One 360’s banking centers.
Currently, Capital One is faced with a new generation of customers: The millennial generation. A wildly elusive market segment, historically
millennials are distrustful of banking services. In doing so, their trust has become a golden opportunity to banking institutions, with all major banking
institutions vying for accessibility when it comes to millennials consumerism.
The objective of this proposed integrated inbound marketing campaign is to effectively engage the millennials audience with relevant content,
resources, influencers, and educators, in order to empower the target audience to desire making intelligent financial decisions. Luckily, Capital One
360 has integral tools at their disposal. Utilizing these tools, while heightening engagement with millennials on social media, will effectively build brand
awareness and recognition. In addition, our inbound campaign will allow us to attract millennials to our content, and record three tiers of
millennials’ responses to our campaign. Ultimately, this will give Capital One 360 a clearer direction on how to approach millennials, and the
methods for fostering long withstanding relationships with this market segment.
Our campaign has segmented the millennial market into three tiers: college students (18-22 years of age), first jobbers (23-27) years of age), and
young professionals (28-32 years of age). It is important to individually target each segment with subjective relevant content. To do this, our inbound
methodology offers several processes, compiling objectives, solutions, and strategies for each individual segment.
Eventually this will result in brand loyalty. Linking upcoming generations with the resources they need to be financially literate is a powerful way of
creating a healthy financial relationship between Capital One and their target market.
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INSIDE THE COMPANY //
#124 ON TOP
FORTUNE 500
COMPANY
2,000
ATMS

963 BRANCHES
WORLDWIDE

CORPORATE
SPONSORSHOP:
NCAA
CAPITAL ONE CUP
ORANGE BOWL
CAPITAL ONE MASCOT
CHALLENGE

NET INCOME
GROWTH
PERCENT:
18.25
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10 CAFE
-STYLE
BRANCHES

SALES REVENUE
(as of 2014):
24.18 BILLION
MARKET
VALUE:
$45,456M

MARKET LANDSCAPE //

Market Capital

Sales Revenue

Market Value

$43.98 B

$24.71 B

$86.19B

$183.25 B

$229.75 B

$31.27B

$101.5 B

$105.66 B

#228

#93

#141 Forbes Global
2000

#76 Forbes Global
2000

#27

#13 Forbes Global
2000

#13

#141 Forbes Global
2000
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PRIMARY COMPETITION //

-America’s largest financial institution

-One of the top 10 banks in the US.

-2nd largest bank in the United States

-Offer personal, retail, small business and
commercial banking

-World’s largest wealth management
corporation
-Attempting to change negative banking image
by being more friendly to millennials. They
have tools like checkless checking accounts
with a $4.95 monthly free with no paper
checks (a tactic aimed at building loyalty by
charging less in fees and offering a mobile
account only)
Weaknesses:
Bank of America has accumulated a negative
brand identity from the financial crisis in 2008
with huge bailouts, house foreclosures as well
as hidden fees.
Financial Literacy:
Another big step they took is their partnership with Kahn University to create a financial
literacy program. The free service program is
called BetterMoneyHabits and was launched
in 2013.
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-They take a humanistic approach, claiming
that they “Bank Human.” That means that they
essentially take pride in their customer
service and availability, making them appear
that they are always there for you.
Weaknesses:
Though they are one of the top 10 banks in
the U.S, they do not market well to
millennials However, they provide deals for
college students (i.e. $0 monthly fee, no
interest) they don’t take an active interest in
catering to Generation Y.
Financial Literacy:
The company has a financial literacy program
called WOW!Zone which is meant to target
young age groups (Grades K-12th Grade) in
order to teach about budgeting, and banking
early. They have no financial literacy program
for millennials.

Society of Grownups is an organization to
“help find your inner adult,” be financially
literate and how to function as an
independent adult.
They discuss financial goals, how to pay
bills, pay off loans, and to prepare a 401k
plan. They call their employees “personal
navigators” who will do what they can to
make your dreams and goals a reality in a
practical, financial way.

MILLENNIAL FINDINGS //
Millennials are digital natives, in which technology facilitates most
To understand Capital One’s target market, one

of millennials culture. Technology is utilized as a platform for

must first understand the millennial generation. 77

constant connection and self-expression. This generation willingly

Million strong, millennials make up 24 percent of

shares their thoughts, opinions, pictures, and ultimately their lives

the U.S. population according to The 2014 February

through mobile and online platforms, while continuously interact-

Neilson Millennial. As the most racially and

ing within their social spheres. Given their tech-loving nature, it

ethnically diverse generation, millennials fall in the

comes as no surprise that millennials are the heaviest smartphone

18-36 age range, tend to be urban-dwellers, and of

users.

course, are addicted to technology.

Millennials are heavily invested in their education. According to
Nielsen, “millennials are the most educated generation as more

Millennials are 41%
less likely than older
generations to be in
touch with a financial
advisor.

than 23% hold a Bachelor’s degree or higher, and an even greater
proportion of millennials are still in school” (21). High
unemployment, low income, and high student loans are prevalent
issues for millennials.
Nielsen reported that Millennials prefer to deal with their finances on their
own, especially online. Millennials are more likely to live paycheck to
paycheck. Given their tech-loving nature, millennials are more the
largest Internet users when it comes to banking.
Millennials pose challenges to the banking industry with their distrust
and dislike of big financial institutions.Young millennials are 41% less likely
than older generations to be in touch with a financial advisor. Conversely,
millennials use their ATM/Debit cards more than any other generation.
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WHAT
MILLENNIALS
VALUE

HOW
MILLENNIALS
SPEND
Millennials spend, but they are savvy about how
they spend. With this focus on deals, the top 20
apps used by millennials are either retail or
discount focused.

A GOOD DEAL
SELF-EXPRESSION

Through their desire for self-expression and

STAYING CONNECTED
AUTHENTICITY
10

individuality, they want the latest and greatest,
but they must balance this desire with their
wallet.

MILLENNIAL FINDINGS //
SO HOW DO WE
REACH THESE
MULTICULTURAL
MILLENNIALS?

AUTHENTICITY
They want an engaging
personalized experience that
caters to their individuality.
AUTHENTICITY

SOCIAL MEDIA/ MOBILE
The easiest way to reach millennials is through
social media, especially content that is shared
through friends. Creating a conversation with
the customer is essential.

RELATABILITY
SOCIAL MEDIA/
MOBILE

RELATABILITY
Millennials are most receptive to
content that is relevent, relatable, and
transparent.

FINANCIAL
INCENTIVES

FINANCIAL INCENTIVE
Millennials are always on the hunt
for a good deal, surpassing any
other generation with this
discount seeking mindset.

AUTHENTIC
APPROACHABLE
GENUINE
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SWOT //
Presently, there are a variety of opportunities and
obstacles for the banking industry in the 21st century.
First, without trust and a strong platform of financial
knowledge, many millennials are not equipped with the
necessary foundation or knowledge to make strong
financial decisions. In addition, millennials have been
surveyed as expressing desire for their banking
institutions to aid them in major life decisions such as
buying homes and cars. These present the opportunity
for banks to build lifelong trustful relationships with the
target market by acting as guides for financial literacy.
Secondly, fierce competition from established
financial institutions such as TD Bank and Bank of
America continues to rise as these banks start
employing financial literacy programs for their
consumers. Meanwhile, new banking industry
competition from a plethora of companies that
millennials have large brand loyalty to are steadily on
the rise, such as Paypal, T-Mobile, Apple, Google, and
Amazon.
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Therefore, Capital One 360 must focus on differentiation. However, inherent in Capital One 360’s brand
values are some advantages. By offering a policy based
upon transparency and communication, Capital One
360 contains the resources necessary to attract and engage the millennials audience from the start. In addition,
their social media presence along with their adherence
to online banking acts as an effective gateway to to the
hearts and minds of millennials.

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

STRONG MARKET RECOGNITION

•

•

ESTABLISHED ONLINE

•

REBEL AGAINST NORMAL MODEL

•

FRAGMENTED SOCIAL PRECENSE

(360 Cafes)

•

INCENTIVES

STRONG UNIQUE SELLING POINT

•

RELEVANCE WITH MILLENNIALS

•

DISPARITY BETWEEN CAPITAL
ONE AND CAPITAL ONE 360

(No fees, no minimums, and no
monthly fees)

OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

THREATS

TECHNOLOGY SHIFT IN

•

ECONOMY

BANKING

•

FEDERAL REGULATIONS

DEVELOPING ONLINE AND SO-

•

MILLENNIAL DISTRUST TORWARDS

CIAL MEDIA RELATIONSHIP WITH
MILLENNIALS
•

BRAND LOYALTY

•

FINANCIAL LITERACY PROGRAMS

BANKS
•

COMPETITION (banking, tech. companies and financial literacy organizations)

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES //
As one of the leading financial brands in the United States, Capital One
exhibits strong market recognition and brand awareness. The banking
industry’s trajectory is strongly rooted in technology, and online mobile
banking is expected to become mainstream within the millennials
market. As an online bank exclusively, Capital One 360 is in an advantageous position.
Their established online banking presence has allowed them to experiment
with the concept of a physical space, prompting the creation of their 360
Cafes. Breaking the typical mold, this hybrid between a bank and cafe is
intended to change the negative stigma around banking. Capital One 360
has the chance to interact with their customers in a more casual setting,
perhaps over a cup of coffee, thus branding this experience as something
modern, approachable, and different.
The cafe spaces facilitate a relationship between Capital One 360 and
consumers, allowing consumers to feel a sense of security and comfort by
using Capital One 360 cafes as a resource for their banking inquiries.
Simultaneously, it is a space for gathering, where one can grab a coffee,
collaborate for a project, or attend events held by the financial institution.
In a way, these cafes are whatever the customer wants it to be, whether
they want to access their bank, or just grab a cup of coffee and enjoy the
free Wi-Fi. Plus, Capital One 360’s core positioning revolves around making
banking simple, painless, and easy. With no fees, no minimums, and no
monthly fees, they present a compelling selling point to both stay with or
switch to their services.

Capital One 360’s outreach consists of numerous unique offerings,
resources, and events - a great future strength which is belied by Capital
One’s core weakness: their inability to effectively communicate existing
strengths to its audiences.
The millennials generation in particular poses many challenges for
customer awareness, engagement, and acquisition due to a number of
factors. First being the lack of consumer awareness and engagement
through social media. Capital One 360 puts on events tailored to attract
their target market and offers numerous promotions, but a lack of
consumer awareness and engagement hinders Capital One 360 from
reaching its consumers. This is partially due to a lacking, sporadically active
social media presence, where engagement is low.
On their website, Capital One has created many useful resources towards
advancing financial literacy. The intent is to encourage their customers to
make their own financial decisions with knowledge and confidence.
However, these resources are difficult to find on the website, and pose
little incentive for consumers to engage, interact and share.
Additionally, there is a disparity between Capital One and Capital One 360
that is not fully explained. It has been observed that consumers do not
recognize the relationship between Capital One 360 Cafes to Capital One.
Most do not know about the emergence of these bank and cafe hybrids,
though these centers could be potentially immensely powerful in their
ability to attract consumers and leverage their attention to changing
banking platforms in conjunction to rapidly shifting technological advances.
Capital One 360 presents weakness in communicating with consumers
and their own brand, as well as creating incentives for consumers to take
advantage of their unique resources and offerings which are numerous and
helpful.
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OPPORTUNITIES & THREATS //
Due to the burgeoning need for a new type of banking as observed by the
millennials Findings Index, Capital One 360 has an advantageous
opportunity to use their online banking platform to connect with
millennials.
Bridging the disparity between Capital One and Capital One 360 is an
excellent opportunity to rebrand specifically with the target market in
mind. Using online-only platforms saves money via lack of physical banking
centers, which can rather be used for advertising or working on different
initiatives to gain consumer interest.
This new campaign allows Capital One 360 to appeal to the millennials
generation based on their adherence to technology. After observing
competition, Capital One 360 has an opportunity to promote a stronger
and more cohesive online banking solution.
As “the world’s first online banking system” Capital One 360’s main assets
are located online, offering them a leg up within the competition. As
millennials are newly financially autonomous individuals who are looking
for a life-long banking solution they can trust, Capital One 360 can make a
strong appeal to this market by offering multi-faceted web and app-based
banking solutions. With their expertise in online banking, Capital One 360
should have an easy attempt at converting millennials to a more appealing
method of finance than traditional banking.
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The threats posed to Capital One 360 banking include problems
concerning regulation, fluctuating interest rates, big competition in banking
and financial literacy programs, and the millennials outlook on banks.
In terms of change in regulations, governmental policies, legislations, or
regulatory interpretation, Capital One could be affected with regards to
product range and distribution.
Moreover, this will lead to pivotal company growth and new strategies.
Renowned banks, such as Bank of America and JPMorgan, are among the
highest competitors (as they are some of the largest banking corporations
in the world). Along with big banks, financial literacy programs by other
banks such as TD Bank pose significant competition as well.
In addition, an organization thats primary function is to provide financial
literacy to millennials is called Society of Grownups, and they are
anti-banking. Additionally, companies and brands that are not traditionally
banking focused such as Google, Paypal, and T-Mobile have ventured into
the banking industry, offering alternative financial avenues to millennials.
Capital One must take all of this competition into account in order to
effectively sift through comparable competitor offerings.
Aside from competition, millennials are not responsive to banks. Millennials
have been taught since the recession of 2008 to distrust banks entirely and
to save constantly. There is a looming fear of another market crash (well
learned from this generation’s predecessors). Therefore this market is less
likely to sign up for a new account with a big bank. This generation will
have higher student loan debt, poverty and unemployment rates, and lower
levels of wealth and personal income than any other generation before
them. Capital One will have to first solve this problem, as millennials were
recently recorded to be the majority of spenders and buyers in this age.

TARGET AUDIENCE //

COLLEGE STUDENT

1. Low amount of spending money: Students
usually will have a job to keep their lifestyles
afloat, but whenever they get money, they
like to spend it. Thus there is always a hole in
their wallet.
2. Feel they aren’t in the “real world” yet: The
inaccurate notion that being a college
student excuses you from being an adult.
Over half of their college experience is on
campus, which is paid for in package before
the start of a semester.
3. Taking out loans: When money is passed
around electronically, its hard to wrap their
heads around the amount of money being
borrowed, .

FIRST-JOBBER

YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL

1. Low income out of college: They have jobs,
ranging from average income unspecialized
jobs to low or un-paid internships.

1. Saving instead of spending: With the start
of a more steady income, managing money is
a major concern.

2. Lingering debt: After taking out loans, they
have 6 months after graduation until they
have to start paying it off.

2. Continuing to pay off student loans: Student
loans are still present, but they are striving to
pay them off.

3. Job hopping: Millennials average two years
at a job. This means they are beginning a
journey of changing employers and different
positions.

3. 401Ks- Contrary to popular belief, many
millennials are conscious of their retirement
funds, and are starting to save up for the
future.

4. Adjusting to the real world:
This involves costs such as paying for their
own rent, filing for taxes, or trying to move
out of the parent’s basement.
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THE COLLEGE STUDENT //
Danny
Danny is a 19 year old sophomore at Boston University. Originally from Wisconsin, he knew he
wanted to be in a city so he decided to move to Boston and study as a Communications Major.
As a self-motivated millennial, Danny has relatively good grades, is involved on campus, and
maintains a part-time job. When he isn’t studying or working, he is very social and enjoys hanging out with his friends and updating his social networks.

Problem:
With his student loans
looming and upcoming
study abroad trip, Danny
realizes he needs to save
money, but doesn’t have
the financial foundation to
ascertain how.
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Media Habits: As a digital native, he owns an iPhone and an Apple Macbook. He frequents and
updates his friends on Facebook and Instagram regularly. He prefers his media consumption
to be online unless it’s sports related, usually sticking to sites like Netflix, Hulu, HBO Go, his
school’s website and e-mail service. On his iPhone, Danny frequents Twitter, Instagram,Vine and
his sports apps. Danny likes to read Rolling Stone and Wired and plans to get an in-app
subscription when his next paycheck comes in.
Financial Habits: He pays the student discounted rate for Spotify, donates to his friend’s kickstarters and uses his debit card more than cash. While his parents pay for rent, his cell phone,
his health insurance and tuition, Danny covers the cost of social expenses and food.

THE FIRST JOBBER //
Allison
Allison is trying to figure out how to be totally financially responsible, while also trying to
use her degree to get out of retail. Allison is an assistant manager at a clothing boutique in
downtown Philadelphia, and she’s held the position for one year. Workwise, Allison’s goals at
her job are to keep the customers happy, keep her employees happy, and increase sales with
new and innovative products.
She grew up in the area and attended college at Drexel University, earning a bachelor’s
degree in Marketing. She has never had her own account. Instead her parents opted to
create a joint account with Allison so they could keep track of her spending.
Media Habits: Allison’s habits are “defined by technology.” She uses discount apps like
Groupon and AmazonPrime. She loves Pinterest and has subscriptions to magazines like
Glamour and Cosmo.
Financial Habits: She is quickly learning that she has to be a savvy saver as she will soon be
paying rent, and possible car payments. She is frugal, uses coupons for grocery shopping, and
makes sure she has enough for necessities and tries to save for extra spending money. She is
new to being on her own financially so she is looking for a way to budget and live an
independent life.

Problem:
Allison wants a bank who
can communicate to her
on a mutual level.
She is innovative and
entrepreneurial and wants
a bank that can help them
with their endeavours.
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THE YOUNG PROFESSIONAL //
Meet Priya
Priya is embarking on the next stage of her life, as a young professional. Having established
herself in the field of public relations, Priya is well on her way to gaining financial
autonomy.

Problem:
Allison wants a bank who can
communicate to her on a mutual
level, a bank who won’t charge
her with ridiculous fees for no
reason, and banks that understand
what the economy and
budgeting are like for people of
the millennial generation. She is
innovative and entrepreneurial
and wants a bank that can help
them with her endeavours.
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Buyer Persona: Priya is a late-twenties young professional. Having established herself in the
field of public relations, Priya has achieved financial autonomy. When she is not working,
she often consults with field-related blogs and texts and does freelance. She finds work and
goal-oriented incentives very rewarding. Priya is engaged and spends a large amount of time
on Pinterest.
Media Habits: Priya reads WSP and Forbes daily during her commute to work. In her free
time, Priya watches HBO and the news. She is an avid user of Instagram but has missed the
boat when it comes to more recent social media apps like Vine.
Financial Habits: Now that Priya has buying power, she is heavily invested in what her total
consumption is. She likes to keep track via banking app and financial accountability app, Mint.
She would prefer if her own bank made it’s own version. Priya focuses most of her attention
financially on paying off student loans, paying off her mortgage, upkeeping her car, and paying
health insurance. She likes to go out with friends, but spends most time saving money for a
rainy day.

THE SECOND GENERATION LEAD //
Meet Randy
After a very successful career in the marketing world where Randy worked with both large firms
and independently, he has made a very comfortable life for himself, his children, and his recently
adopted chocolate lab.
Buyer Persona: Randy Harrison, a mid-fifties marketeer, teaches adjunct marketing classes at
Emerson College. After a very successful career in marketing, he has made a very comfortable
life for himself, his children, and his recently adopted dog. The father of a college-aged son and
daughter, he has continued to support their education. They are both beginning to financially and
societally get on their feet, and Randy, a caring and involved parent, is interested in helping his
children grow their own financial autonomy through independent bank accounts.
Media Habits: Randy is a consummate observer of current events, especially when it has to do
with media, marketing, and tech innovation. Randy uses a MacBook for the classes he teaches, as
well as for his freelance assignments and research. He also keeps up to date on his banking needs
through a combination of Internet and physical banking stations. Randy has already procured an
iPhone 6, through which he uses apps such as: Capital One Banking, WSJ subscription, Twitter, and
Forbes Magazine.
Financial Habits: Randy is a thoughtful spender: He buys appliances at local business such as Yale
Appliances instead of big name corporations. He also saves money, keeping his children in mind,

Problem:
Randy has a hard time
letting go. He loves his kids
and wants them to make
smart and independent
financial decisions. He must
be convinced that Capital
One will have the
amenities he expects for
his children.
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CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES //

COLLEGE STUDENT

CREATE INCENTIVES FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS TO LEARN HOW TO BE
FINANCIALLY LITERATE.
PRESENT A NETWORK OF RESOURCES FROM CAPITAL ONE 360 AND CAPITAL
ONE BANK’S TOOLBOX

FIRST-JOBBER

YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL
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ESTABLISH CAPITAL ONE 360 AS A LIFELONG BANKING INSTITUTION WITH
THE RESOURCES TO ENABLE FINANCIAL AUTONOMY

CONNECT DEMOGRAPHIC WITH INFLUENCERS AND EDUCATORS
WHO CAN FACILITATE TOTAL FINANCIAL AUTONOMY

COLLEGE STUDENT //
OBJECTIVE
Create incentives for college students to learn how to be financially literate. Present a network of
resources from Capital One 360 and Capital One Bank’s toolbox.
SOLUTION
Create a financial education and literacy organization on college campuses to be used by students from
early-late college years
STRATEGY

EDUCATION
Utilize Capital One and Capital One 360’s
established toolbox to create on-site and
online classes for students. Subjects can
consist of strategies for creating:
1. Budget list.
2. Guide to learning and understanding
debit and credit
3. Guide to earning interest
4. Goals for building credit
guides to managing
5. Dispersing and paying off loans
6. Promote organization at schools for
learning financial literacy

INCENTIVES
- Use incentives such as graduation
packages, sweepstakes, rewards, and
promotions to entice students to join
- Ensure customer lifetime warranty by
offering new lessons, guest speakers and
new content to entice consumers to return for more knowledge
- Couple the experience with gamification
and incentive marketing and host
(monthly) financial literacy tests to track
progress
- Create a “graduation” program in order
to create a new network of financially
autonomous students

SOCIAL MEDIA
Become more pervasive throughout social
media platforms Facebook and Twitter.
Create and focus on promos for college
students and use social media to connect
with demographic on a daily basis.
Mobile banking app with budgeting
structure/platform for optimized
organization.
Tweeting more often with content about
financial autonomy, saving, and things you
can do with money that is saved.
Create and promote an exit strategy from
college to further pursue financial
autonomy
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FIRST JOBBER //
OBJECTIVE
Establish Capital One 360 as a lifelong banking institution with the resources to enable financial
autonomy
SOLUTION
Create an online network of resources including a blog and forum for alumni to reference when looking for
help with finances
STRATEGY

RESOURCES
Utilize Capital One and Capital One 360’s
established toolbox of online resources for
first jobbers and alumni. Subjects can
consist of strategies for creating:
1. How to buy a car
2. How to budget
3.How to manage paying bills
4. Insurance plans, retirement plans, 401K
plans.
5. Paying off loans while still finding a way to
have extra spending money
22

INCENTIVES

SOCIAL MEDIA

Promote independence from parent’s bank and
promote “switching” to Capital One 360.

- Become more pervasive throughout social media platforms Facebook and Twitter.

- Use incentives such as sweepstakes, rewards,
and promotions to entice demographic to stay
up-to-date with the latest content

- Create and focus on promos for first
jobbers and use social media to support
lifestyle choices

- Ensure customer lifetime warranty by offering
new lessons, guest lectures and new content to
entice consumers to return for more
knowledge.
- Promote communication channels with Capital
One 360 agents in order to establish trustworthiness such as online help assistants to support
lifestyle choices (buying a car, buying first apartments, acquiring new jobs, paying bills)
- Create and promote call to actions for
financial packages on websites

- Open communication channels for
financial help.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL //
OBJECTIVE
Connect demographic with influencers and educators who can help facilitate financial autonomy

SOLUTION
Create a forum to link young professionals with Capital One influencers (agents, bankers, creditors, etc)
allowing them to find the resources they need.
STRATEGY

RESOURCES
Utilize Capital One and Capital One 360’s
established toolbox of resources for young
professionals. Subjects can consist of
strategies for creating:
1. Investment plans, household plans,
retirement plans, and savings plans.

INCENTIVES
-Create and promote an online forum that
presents financial information, references,
and resources.

-Work with Facebook and Linkedin to
promote networking, networking events,
conferences, etc.

-Employ influencers and educators that can
provide answers for young professional’s
pressing issues

-Connect on social media with
entrepreneur apps and tools to position
brand with leading thinkers in the
marketplace.

4. Stock market guide
5. Family health insurance plans

-Host networking events with capital one
agents and young professionals in various
industries to promote network

6. Joint bank accounts
7. Home and mortgage guide

SOCIAL MEDIA

-Create and promote an investment
education program that provides council
and information as buyer is biased towards
investing

-Connect with the entrepreneurial
community, work with companies that
both young and old generations can
respect.
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STRATEGY // COLLEGE STUDENTS

SOCIAL
TACTIC

Money Matters is a program set up by Capital One 360 that partners with local colleges to create classes
(online and on campus) that teach students how to start being financially independent and responsible.
The program will include guest speakers from within the financial industry, as well as workshops on
ventures such as: buying a car, taking out a loan, starting a 401k, and taking out a mortgage, among others.

“360 MONEY
MATTERS”
PROGRAM

The program will focus on creating a financially literate graduating class that will proceed with life in a
financially autonomous way, while having the knowledge the help others in times of financial stress.
Incentives:
Opening a bank account and starting the Money Matters program will amount to participants receiving $50
dollars in their account.
After finishing the program, participants will recieve another $50 dollars.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
-Create and focus on promos for college students and
social media to connect with demographic on a
TACTICS use
daily basis.
-Mobile banking app with budgeting structure/platform
for optimized organization. Tweeting more often with
content about financial autonomy, saving, and things you
can do with money that is saved.
exit strategy from college

INBOUND
TACTICS

In order for Capital One to build awareness and
develop relationships with their brand to college
millennials, they must engage with these millennials
with relevant content and resources.
In order to drive new customer relationships, Capital
One can provide resources that enable college
students to feel financially competent. confident.
As mentioned prior, financial literacy among millennials is weak, which poses a threat to Capital One.
If Capital One want to create these new customer
relationships, the more financially empowered the
audience is, the more beneficial for both parties.
INCREASE FINANCIAL LITERACY, AND AT THE
SAME TIME BRAND AWARENESS
How?

KEYWORDS & VISUALS

CREATE INCENTIVES

CALL-TO-ACTION

LANDING PAGE
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STRATEGY // FIRST-JOBBERS

SOCIAL
TACTIC
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SOCIAL MEDIA
-Create and focus on promos for college students and
social media to connect with demographic on a
TACTICS use
daily basis.
-Mobile banking app with budgeting structure/platform
for optimized organization. Tweeting more often with
content about financial autonomy, saving, and things you
can do with money that is saved.
exit strategy from college

INBOUND
TACTICS

In order for Capital One to build awareness and
develop relationships with their brand to college
millennials, they must engage with these millennials
with relevant content and resources.
In order to drive new customer relationships, Capital
One can provide resources that enable college
students to feel financially competent. confident.
As mentioned prior, financial literacy among millennials is weak, which poses a threat to Capital One.
If Capital One want to create these new customer
relationships, the more financially empowered the
audience is, the more beneficial for both parties.
INCREASE FINANCIAL LITERACY, AND AT THE
SAME TIME BRAND AWARENESS
How?

KEYWORDS & VISUALS

CREATE INCENTIVES

CALL-TO-ACTION

LANDING PAGE
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STRATEGY // YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

SOCIAL
TACTIC

Those who have graduated from the Money Matters Program will be
expedited into a social network that connects all current students and
alumni of the program. The program will employ profiles and messaging
features and will allow students to connect with alumni, ask them
questions, and speak about the financial industry and its current events.

“360
FORUM”
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In addition, we propose Capital One 360 creates a general online forum
that will act as a platform for current students, first jobbers, and young
professionals to start open table discussions regarding being financially
responsible and current events. This forum will be available for students,
alumni, and people who were not able to join the Money Matters
Program. The network will make sure that millennials are staying on top
of their financial responsibilities, as well as providing a safe and helpful
environment in which people of all ages can ask questions about financial
independence and literacy.

SOCIAL MEDIA
-Create and focus on promos for college students and
social media to connect with demographic on a
TACTICS use
daily basis.
-Mobile banking app with budgeting structure/platform
for optimized organization. Tweeting more often with
content about financial autonomy, saving, and things you
can do with money that is saved.
exit strategy from college

INBOUND
TACTICS

In order for Capital One to build awareness and
develop relationships with their brand to college
millennials, they must engage with these millennials
with relevant content and resources.
In order to drive new customer relationships, Capital
One can provide resources that enable college
students to feel financially competent. confident.
As mentioned prior, financial literacy among millennials is weak, which poses a threat to Capital One.
If Capital One want to create these new customer
relationships, the more financially empowered the
audience is, the more beneficial for both parties.
INCREASE FINANCIAL LITERACY, AND AT THE
SAME TIME BRAND AWARENESS
How?

KEYWORDS & VISUALS

CREATE INCENTIVES

CALL-TO-ACTION

LANDING PAGE
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PROMOTION //

CAPITAL ONE
ORANGE
BOWL
- Ads ran on the internet and print ads
ran on campus transportation
- Targeted towards college students
-Grand prize winner receives
- Open their own independent savings

all expenses paid trip for the

account with cash incentive

Orange Bowl

-Chance to win travel package and

-Empowers students to be

tickets to Capital One Orange Bowl

financially autonomous
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360
GRADUATES
-Targets college graduate
-Promotions would be located on college
campuses and in college emails
-Helps with “exit strategy from college”
-Eases stress with a graduation bonus
-Allows for school partnership
-Student signs up for an account, shows
documented proof of graduation and will
receive $100 after their graduation day.
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PROMOTION //

360 TRAVEL
PACK
-Targeted at both college students as well as first
jobbers.
-Promotions appear on: college campuses, college
news and blog sites, public transportation and malls
-Aids in a major travel expense: housing
-Consumers must sign up or already be signed up
with a Capital One account to receive offer
-Communicates major unique selling point of no
international fees
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360 CAR
SWEEPSTAKES
-Targets both first jobbers and young professionals
-Reaches multiple locations maximizing
brand awareness
-Positions Capital One 360 as a guide and
an authority in a major life decision: buying
your first car
-To enter the sweepstakes, consumers will
need to sign up for a Capital One account
during a specified time (over a three-day
period).
-Will be automatically entered into sweepstakes
-Allows for partnership with Infiniti
-Social Media Engagement: Participants will
be asked to tweet #360
sweepstakes
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MOBILE APP REBOOT //
APP REVAMP : Capital One 360 needs it’s
own mobile application.

With the edition of these new applications, the user
experience will be more simple, useful, and
approachable.

DIRECT DEPOSIT INFO.
- Easily link your paychecks
to your account
- Create desire for Capital
One as their primary bank
GLOBAL TAB
- Easily see Capital One’s
social responsibility efforts
- Ability to donate to
different causes directly
SPEND TRACKER
- Seamlessly integrate a
personal budget app into the
entire Capital One 360 app
- Track spending habits

*Orginal Capital One App
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SIDEBAR
- Allow for customization
of the sidebar
- Users are able to
prioritize their
preferences

STRATEGIC SUMMARY //
In our research, studies showed that millennials are
adversed in technology, invested in education, and are on
the verge of switching the paradigm of normal banking to
mobile. This, coupled with millennials valuing good deals
that resonate with their purpose, a need for selfexpression, and a desire to stay connected throughout
their daily practices leads us to believe that millennials
need a bank who understands and cares for them. Capital One 360 can show this by being genuinely invested
in the success of this target audience. In addition, as a
market segment which isn’t equipped with the necessary
foundation to make strong financial decisions, the need
for a banking institution that focuses on education and
guidance first rather than new customers is apparent. It
is our belief that since millennials desire institutions that
will help them with large financial decisions such as buying
your first home or car, Capital One 360 can guide
millennials to financial autonomy.
However, Capital One 360 needs to overcome some
obstacles. First, millennials are highly distrustful of the
banking system. After seeing first-hand how the banking
system affected their parent’s lives (and possibly theirs),
it’s essential to approach this target with compassion and
comprehension of their discomfort.

Plus, Capital One 360 does not presently have a strong
social media presence, which happens to be the major
communication channel for brands to connect with this
audience.
In our campaign, we aim to: A) provide easily digestible
financial education for college students to help expedite
their process into the real world; B) create an online
network of resources for first jobbers complete with
informative blog articles and resources for further
education; and C) create a general forum where young
professionals can get the answers they need for financial
queries from Capital One agents. Each step will lead into
the next, ultimately establishing Capital One 360 as a
lifelong brand for this market. Consequently, our
mobile app redesign will brand Capital One 360 as an
easily approachable and customizable option for mobile
banking.
Our selected slew of promotions will enable Capital One
360 to connect with this target audience in a variety of
ways. By sponsoring events such as the Orange Bowl,
Capital One 360 will engage the college student market
by offering them relatable incentives to create a savings
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STRATEGIC SUMMARY //
360 needs to display their understanding of the market,
before it can gain new consumers. For the college
student graduate, Capital One 360 can reinforce this
connection by offering cash incentives as rewards for
finishing their education and creating creating savings
accounts. These accounts will set graduates on a path for
financial security.
Accordingly, Capital One 360 can augment the relationship with the graduate and first jobber by offering a
“Capital One Travel Pack” for the consumers who wish to
travel after school. By aiding in a renowned pastime for
graduates, Capital One 360 will strengthen their ties to
this market.
Lastly, Capital One 360 can partner with auto dealerships
and host a “360 Sweepstakes” for the first jobber and
young professional who desire guidance in one of their
major life decisions: buying their first car. Not only will
this position Capital One 360 as an authority on a major
life decision, but it will also maximize brand awareness
for the institution in major metropolitan locations, and
continue to establish it as a lifelong brand. All of these
promotions should be blasted out on social media in
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addition to traditional advertising in order to fully engage
the target audience. If accomplished, Capital One 360 will
achieve their goals in gaining new customers and creating
lifelong consumers of their brand.

CONCLUSION //
Capital One 360 is entering a market with the intent to attract a new genre of customers, the millennial generation.
We dove into the millennials’ life and examined three main sub-demographics that would gravitate towards the Capital
One 360 brand; college students, first jobbers and young professionals. After pinpointing their lifestyle trends, needs, and
wants we drew up a strategic campaign with the focus on inbound marketing and social media to heighten engagement
and build brand recognition and awareness.
Our inbound marketing campaign focused on creating brand value via blog posts and landing pages as well as spread our
digital presence. With the emphasis on financial safety and budget-conscious spending, we helped guide the millennials in
a gentle, reasonable way.
We turned Capital One 360’s established toolbox into an online class for students to help them become educated on
how to be a dependent and smart spender. With the addition of lessons and guest speakers, we added even more
irreplaceable value to the consumer.
Our social media campaign supported the financial literacy campaign and maintained that affable brand voice, reinforcing
the image that we are approachable and supportive in every phase of their life. To keep the brand image consistent, we
built incentives via gamification through graduation packages, sweepstakes, rewards, and promotions that would appeal
to the millennial generation and positively reinforce their behavior.
w
In the end we came away with more than just a strategy for a bank. We found a way to use Capital One 360 to
revolutionize the banking experience and bring it to a new level. Our additional recommendations are those little things
that will merge together in the consumers mind and change their perception of what a bank is, while attaching the
Capital One name to it.
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